
Mrs. Bartosh KA February

February 22, 2021 - February 26, 2021

We are a day behind because of the snow day we had last
week.

Religion:

This week we will read and discuss chapter 18, Meals Are Good, in our religion books.
The students will hear the story of the Last Supper with Jesus, his friends, and the

apostles.  We will learn about mass and the Eucharist. We will complete the activity on
page 109 identifying the chalice and host.  We will read and learn about Saint Juan

Diego and create a drawing of a church.

Math:

We will continue to work with location and positions of shapes. We will focus on such
vocabulary as,  left, right, and between. We will practice following instructions using our
position words.  We will complete  lessons 8-6 and 8-7.  The students will complete the

chapter 8 review, the performance assessment, and the fluency, which are located
between pages 301-304.

Phonics

We will review all short vowel sounds we have been working with, short /a/, short /i/, and
short /o/, completing activities working with the four short vowels we have learned thus

far.  We will continue to work with the vowel “U” and the short /u/ sound. We will work on
many activities and read short stories focusing on the short /u/ sound.  Pages 185-192
will be completed in our phonics books.  All past Superkids will be reviewed and we will

continue to work with our new Superkid Lily.



Handwriting:

We will learn 4 new words and review reading and spelling all of our words we have
learned thus far. We will trace and write all new words. Those new words are, "who,"

“her,” “him,” “at.”

Science:

We will continue to focus on daily weather.  The students will focus on how different
types of weather changes the way nature looks and what we wear. We will complete the
activities in our science books in Unit 7, lesson 20. We will complete activities matching

pictures to their corresponding weather.

Social Studies:

This week we will read about Barack Obama and Ruby Bridges.  Coloring activities will
be done focusing on both these people.  We will continue to break down a calendar
year.  We will focus on the order of the months of the year and what the weather is

mostly like in each month.

Health:

This week we will discuss bullying.  The students will learn what it means to be a bully
and how to deal with a bully.


